The MacMillan Program on Order, Conflict, and Violence
Speaker Series, Fall 2017 Semester
Rosenkranz Hall, Room 202, Mondays, 5:00-7:00pm, unless otherwise noted.

September 11  "Mandating (In)Security: How UN Missions Endanger the Civilians They Intend to Protect."
Gabriella Lloyd, Institute for Genocide and Mass Atrocity Prevention at Binghamton University

September 14  Digital Security and Fieldwork – Co-Sponsored by the
Comparative Politics and International Relations Workshops
Yale Information Technology Services

September 18  "The Emergence of Confrontational Stances: Tunisia in 2013"
Jean-Baptiste Gallopin, Yale University

September 25  "From Resistance to Revolution: Micro-Macro Dynamics of Opposition to Authoritarian Rule in Tunisia" 
Zuzana Hudáková, The Graduate Institute, Geneva

October 2  "Resilience Beyond Rebellion: How Wartime Organizational Structures Affect Rebel-to-Party Transformation"
Sherry Zaks, John Sloan Dickey Center for International Understanding at Dartmouth College

October 9  "Understanding Radicalism: Local Histories, Collective Memories and the Jihadist Movement in Tunisia"
Michael Marcusa, Brown University

October 16  "Norms of Civil War Termination"
Lise Howard, Georgetown University

October 23  "Ballot Boxes, Bushwhackers, and Bebsi-Soaked Bandanas: Calculating Contention from Appalachia to the Arab World"
Louis M Wasser, Yale University

October 30  "Gendered repercussions of violence: How armed conflict shapes punishment preferences for crimes in eastern DR Congo"
Summer Lindsey, Columbia University

November 6  "Norms, Socialization, and Restraint Toward Civilians in War: Examining U.S. Army Officer Training"
Andrew Bell, Indiana University (Bloomington)

November 9  "Selecting Success: Recruitment and Insurgent Effectiveness in Civil Wars" 
Samuel Plapinger, MacMillan Program on Order, Conflict, and Violence & University of Virginia

November 13  "Mythologies of Militancy: Ideology and Intimacy in Militant Groups."
Sarah Parkinson, Johns Hopkins University

November 27  "Enemies in the Aisles: On the Micropolitics of Antagonism in the Occupied West Bank"
Jeremy Siegman, University of Chicago

December 4  "The Assortative Logic of Forced Population Displacement in Civil Wars."
Adam Lichtenheld, UC Berkeley

December 11  "Landed Elites, Peasant Social Networks, and State-Insurgent Embeddedness in Contested Territory"
Charles Larratt-Smith, University of Toronto

Date TBD  "Patronage and Civil War in Afghanistan"
Anand Gopal, Center for the Study of Religion and Conflict at Arizona State University & the Nation Institute